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1. INTRODUCTION
The center manifold theory is one of the most effective tools in the
study of the dynamics of differential systems and especially in the infinite-
dimensional case. When an equilibrium point is non-hyperbolic, this theory
allows us to reduce the study of a system near this point to that of an
ordinary differential equation. The approach is particularly interesting
when the reduced system is finite dimensional.
The effectiveness of this theory has been illustrated in various set-ups
and by many authors, see for instance the work of Diekmann and van Gils
w x w x w x4 , Vanderbauwhede and Iooss 10 , and Henry 9 .
In this paper, we are dealing with application to functional differential
equations. Let us briefly fix the framework. For r G 0, we denote by
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w x n. w xC s C yr, 0 , R the Banach space of continuous functions from yr, 0
n 5 5 <  . <to R endowed with the supremum norm f s sup f u , foru gwyr , 0x
f g C. Consider the functional differential equation
x9 t s Lx q f x , 1 .  .  .t t
where L is a bounded linear operator from C into R n, x g C is definedt
 .  . w x nby x u s x t q u , for u g yr, 0 and f is a function from C into Rt
 .  . sufficiently smooth which satisfies f 0 s 0 and Df 0 s 0 Df denotes the
.Frechet derivative of f .
w x  .In 4 , the authors have considered Eq. 1 for which they proved the
existence of a local center manifold by using a fixed point theorem and the
sun-star machinery. The study of some qualitative and quantitative proper-
ties of the reduced system to a center manifold requires the knowledge of
the terms of the Taylor expansion of this manifold up to a given order.
w xExamples of this situation are illustrated in M. Ait Babram et al. 1 ,
w x w xT. Faria and L. T. Magalhaes 6, 5 , and J. K. Hale and W. Huang 8 . ThisÁ
motivated us to formulate a scheme in order to compute these terms.
Assume that we are in conditions ensuring the existence of a local
 .center manifold for Eq. 1 . In this work, we derive an algorithmic scheme
which allows us, by means of a recursive procedure, to compute at each
step the term of order j G 2 in the Taylor expansion of a center manifold
 .by using terms of the same order in Eq. 1 and the terms of a lower order
already computed.
The paper is organized as follows: The preliminary Section 2 provides,
among others, elementary facts about the theory of functional differential
 w x.equations for more details see 7 . In Section 3, we give an analytic
characterization of a local center manifold. This characterization will be
explored in Section 4 for deriving our scheme of approximation.
2. NOTIONS AND PRELIMINARIES
 .The linearized equation of 1 near x s 0 is given by
x9 t s Lx . 2 .  .t
w xIt is well known in 7 that there is a normalized matrix valued function h
with a bounded variation such that
0
Lf s dh u f u , for f g C . .  .H
yr
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 .  .If we denote by x ?, f the unique solution of Eq. 2 with initial function
f at zero, then a one parameter family of operators is defined by
T t f s x ?, f , .  .t
 . .  . w xwhere x ?, f u s x t q u , f for each u g yr, 0 . This solution opera-t
  . 4tor T t , t G 0 is a C -semigroup with infinitesimal generator0
D A s f g C : f9 g C and f9 0 s Lf 4 .  .
3 . Af s f9.
w x n . w x n . sDefine C* s C 0, r , R * . y g C yT , r , R * , yT F s F 0, y is an
element in C* defined by
s w xy t s y s q t , for t g 0, r . .  .
 .The transposed result of system 2 is defined by
0
y9 s s y y s y u dh u . 4 .  .  .  .H
yr
 .In the same way as above, if we denote by y ?, c the unique solution of
 .Eq. 4 with initial function c at zero, then a one parameter family of
operators is defined by
T T t f s yyt ?, c , .  .
with an infinitesimal generator AT given by
0¡ TD A s c g C : c 9 g C* and c 9 0 s y c yu dh u .  .  .  .H 5~ 5 .yr¢ TA c s yc 9.
 .The characteristic equation associated to 2 is
det D l s 0, for l g C, 6 .  .
 .  l.where D l s lI y L e .
w x  .   .. LEMMA 2.1 7 . If we denote by s A resp. Ps A the spectrum resp.
.  .  .the point spectrum of the operator A, then s A s Ps A and l is in
 .  .s A if and only if l satisfies the characteristic equation 6 .
In the sequel, we suppose that the following assumptions are satisfied in
order to ensure the existence of a local center manifold associated to Eq.
 .1 :
a f 0 s 0 and Df 0 s 0. .  .  .
b "i are simple roots of 6 . .  .
H . 4c L s "i s s A l R i . .  .
d Re l - 0, for every l g s A _ L . .  .
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 .  .  .The assumptions H b ] d yield a decomposition of the state space in
the form
C s X [ X ,c s
where X is the generalized eigenspace associated to the eigenvaluesc
 4L s "i and X is its unique T invariant complement subspace in C.s
 .  .By virtue of assumption H b , it follows that dim X s 2. So, if wec
 .denote by F s f , f a basis of X , the subspace X is of the form1 2 c c
X s Fj : j g R2 . 4c
In order to characterize the space X , we introduce the following bilinears
form
0 u :c , w s c 0 w 0 y c s y u dh u w s ds, .  .  .  .  .H H
yr 0
for w g C and c g C*.
Let X T be the generalized eigenspace associated to the eigenvaluesc
 4 T w x TL s .i of A . Referring to 7 , we have dim X s 2. So, if C sc
 . Tcol c , c is the basis of X such that1 2 c
 :  : 2C , F s c , w s I , .i j Ri , js1, 2
then, we can derive the following description of X :s
 :X s f g C : c , f s 0, for i s 1, 2 . 4s i
Moreover, for every f g C , there exists a unique j g R2 and f g Xs s
such that
f s j w q j w q f ,1 1 2 2 s
 :  :where j s c , f and j s c , f .1 1 2 2
3. CHARACTERIZATION OF A LOCAL
CENTER MANIFOLD
First of all, we start by giving a classical definition of a local center
 .manifold associated to Eq. 1 .
DEFINITION 3.2. Given a map h from R2 into X . The graph of h iss
 .said to be a local center manifold associated to Eq. 1 if and only if
 .  . 2h 0 s 0, Dh 0 s 0, and there exists a neighborhood V of zero in R such
 .  .that, for each j g V, there exists d s d j ) 0 and the solution x of 1
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 . x wwith initial data Fj q h j exists on the interval y d y r, d and it is
given by
w wx s F z t q h z t , for t g 0, d , 7 .  .  . .t
 .where z t is the unique solution of the ordinary differential equation
¡dz t .
s Bz t q C 0 f F z t q h z t .  .  .  . . .~ 8 .dt¢z 0 s j .
with
0 y1B s .
1 0
Thus, a local center manifold is tangent at zero to the linear center
manifold X and it is locally invariant with respect to the semiflowc
determined by the nonlinear equation.
Our goal in this section is to give an analytic characterization which
allows us to derive an algorithmic procedure in order to compute the
coefficients of h in the Taylor expansion. To this end we state the
following fundamental result.
2  .THEOREM 3.3. Gi¨ en a map h from R into X with h 0 s 0 ands
 .Dh 0 s 0, a necessary and sufficient condition on the graph of h to be a local
 . 2center manifold of Eq. 1 is that there exists a neighborhood V of zero in R
 .such that, for each j g V, there exists d s d j ) 0 satisfying the relations
F u z t q h z t u s F t q u j q h j t q u , .  .  .  .  .  .  . .
for t q u F 0 and 0 F t - d , 9 .
F u z t q h z t u s F 0 z t q u q h z t q u 0 , .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .
for t q u G 0 and 0 F t - d , 10 .
and
­ h j .
0 s Lh j q f Fj q h j , 11 .  .  .  . .
­u
 .  .where z t is the unique solution of 8 .
 .Proof. Necessity. If h is a local center manifold of Eq. 1 , then, there
exists a neighborhood V of zero in R2 such that, for each j g V, there
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 .  .exists d s d j ) 0 such that the solution of 1 with initial data Fj q
 . x wh j exists on the interval y d y r, d and it is given by
x wx s F z t q h z t , for t g y d , d . .  . .t
 .  .  .Formulae 9 and 10 are obtained by writing relation 7 in two manners:
 .  .  .for t q u F 0, we use x u s x t q u , from which 9 follows; fort 0
 .  .  .t q u G 0, we use x u s x 0 , from which 10 is obtained.t tqu
 .   ..On the other hand, the semi-flow, t ¬ x s F z t q h z t has a back-t
x xward extension to y d , 0 . Then, it follows that
­
Fj q h j 0 s L Fj q h j q f Fj q h j , .  .  .  . .  .  .
­u
which implies that
­ h j .
0 s Lh j q f Fj q h j . .  .  . .
­u
Sufficient. First, we state the following lemma which will be useful in
the rest of the proof
w xLEMMA 3.4. Let G: a, b ª C be a continuous map. If
x wG t q u 0 , if t q u g a, b .  .
G t u s .  .  x wG a t q u y a , if t q u g a y r , a , .  .
w x nthen, there exists a continuous function g : a y r, b ª R such that g st
 . w xG t , for e¨ery t g a, b .
Proof. Define
w xG t 0 , for t g a, b .  .
g t s .  w xG a t y a , for t g a y r , a . .  .
w x w xg is continuous on a y r, b . Moreover, for every t g a, b
x wG t q u 0 , if t q u g a, b .  .
g u s g t q u s .  .t  5x wG a t q u y a , if t q u g a y r , a .  .
s G t u . .  .
This ends the proof of the lemma.
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 .  .   ..Applying the above lemma to the function G t s F z t q h z t ,
x w nthere is a continuous function y: d y r, d ª R such that
x wy s F z t q h z t , for t g y d , d . .  . .t
 .So, it remains to prove that y is a solution of 1 . In fact,
d
y t . .
dt
dz t ­ h z t dz t .  .  . .
s F 0 q 0 .  . /dt ­j dt
­ h z t . .
s F 0 q 0 Bz t q C 0 f F z t q h z t . .  .  .  .  .  . . .
­j
12 .
 .On the other hand, for t ) 0, by differentiating relation 9 with respect to
t, we get
­
F t q u Bj q h j t q u .  .  . .
­u
­ h z t . .
s F u q u Bz t q C 0 f F z t q h z t . .  .  .  .  .  . . .
­j
Let t go to zero. Then,
­ ­ h j .
h j u s u Bj q C 0 f Fj q h j .  .  .  .  . .  . /­u ­j
q F u C 0 f Fj q h j . 13 .  .  .  . .
 .  .  .   ... .Letting j s z t and u s 0 in 13 and substituting ­r­u h z t u for
 .  .the right hand side of 13 into 12 , we obtain
d ­
y t s h z t 0 q F 0 Bz t .  .  .  .  . .  . .
dt ­u
­
s h z t 0 q L F z t .  .  . .  . .
­u
s L h z t q L F z t q f F z t q h z t .  .  .  . .  .  . .  .
s L y q f y , .  .t t
which completes the proof of the theorem.
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 .In the sequel, we shall explore Eq. 13 which is a direct consequence of
 .  .9 and condition 11 in order to give an explicit way to compute the
coefficients of h in the Taylor expansion.
4. FORMULATION OF THE APPROXIMATION SCHEME
In view of the assumed smoothness on f , for every m g N, we can write
m
h j s h j q x j , for j g V , .  .  . k
ks2
where h is the homogeneous part of degree k with respect to j of h,k
 .  < < m.x j s o j .
Let k g N. The homogeneous part of degree k with respect to j of Eq.
 .13 is given by
­ h j ­ h j .  .k ks Bj
­u ­j
ky1 ­ h j .ky iq1q C 0 H j .  . i­jis2
q FC 0 H j , 14 .  .  .k
where H is the homogeneous part of degree i with respect to j ofi
 .   ..H j s f Fj q h j . Denote by H the homogeneous part of degreeiy1, i
 iy1  ..i with respect to j of f Fj q  h j . We have the following proposi-js2 j
tion.
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. Under the standing hypothesis H , it follows that
H s H , for i G 2.i iy1, i
Proof. For every j g V, we put
g j s Fj q h j .  .
and
i
g j s Fj q h j . .  .i j
js2
We have
< < ig j s g j q o j . .  .  .i
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Using
< < 2f z q d s f z q O d , .  .  .
 .  .  < < i.with z s g and d s g j y g j s O j , we arrive atiy1 iy1
< < 2 if g j s f g j q O j . .  . .  .  .iy1
For i G 2, we have
2 i ) i q 1,
so,
< < if g j s f g j q o j . .  . .  .  .iy1
This completes the proof of the proposition.
 .As a consequence of the above proposition, Eq. 14 reads
ky1­ h j ­ h j ­ h j .  .  .k k kyiq1s Bj q C 0 H j .  . iy1, i­u ­j ­jis2
q FC 0 H j .  .ky1, k
­ h j .k ky1s Bj q F j , 15 .  .
­j
where
k ­ h j .ky iq1ky1F j u s u C 0 H j .  .  .  .  . iy1, i­jis2
q F u C 0 H j .  .  .ky1, k
k
ky1 kyi i ks F u j j , for some F g X . 16 .  . i 1 2 i s
is0
For notational convenience, put
ka0
.k ..k kyi i kh j s a j j and X s , .  .k i 1 2 .is0 .
kak
where the ak are elements of X . We havei s
ky1 k­ h j .k k kyiy1 i k kyi iy1s a k y i j j , ia j j . . i 1 2 i 1 2­j is0 is1
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 .So, in view of Eq. 15 , it follows that
dX k u .
k ky1 w xs A X u q F u , for u g yr , 0 17 .  .  .kdu
where
n0 I 0 ??? ??? 0R
. .
n nykI 0 2I . .R R . .
. . .
n0 y k y 1 I 0 . . . . R . . .A s . . . . .k . . . . . 0. . . . .
. . . .
n. . . . kIR. . . .
n0 ??? ??? 0 yI 0R
and
ky1F u .0
...ky1 w xF u s , for u g yr , 0 . 18 .  ....
ky1F u .k
 .It may be useful to underline the fact that Eq. 17 is obtained by
identifying two expressions of the same vector in the space of a polynomial
 .in j , j , homogeneous of degree k, with coefficients on X .1 2 s
 .LEMMA 4.6. Relation 13 is equi¨ alent to the ordinary differential equa-
tion
dX k u .
k ky1 w xs A X u q F u , for u g yr , 0 and k g N, k G 2, .  .kdu
where A , F ky1, X k are as abo¨e.k
On the other hand, the homogeneous part of degree k with respect to j
 .of Eq. 11 is given by
­ h j .k
0 s Lh j q H j . 19 .  .  .  .k ky1, k­u
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For notational convenience, put
k
ky1 kyj jH j s M j j , . ky1, k j 1 2
js0
k n  .M g R . Then, Eq. 19 readsj
dX k 0 .
k ky1y LX s M , 20 .
du
where
ky1M0
...ky1M s ....
ky1Mk
The variation of constants formula applied to the ordinary differential
 .equation 17 yields
k k ky1 w xX u s exp u A X 0 q S u , for u g yr , 0 21 .  .  .  .  .k
where
uky1 ky1S u s exp u y s A F s ds. .  .  . .H k
0
k  .So, by substituting the above expression of X into the relation 20 , it
k .follows that the vector X 0 is a solution of the linear system
B X k 0 s E , 22 .  .k ky1
where
B s A y L exp ?A 23 .  . .k k k
and
E s M ky1 y F ky1 0 y LSky1. 24 .  .ky1
Summarizing, we have shown that the part of degree k of the function h
satisfies the following initial value problem,
¡ kdX u .
k ky1 w xs A X u q F u , for u g yr , 0 .  .k~ 25 .du
k¢B X 0 s E .k ky1
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in which F ky1 and E are determined in terms of h , . . . , h . We areky1 2 ky1
now in position to state the theorem which provides us with the approxi-
mation scheme.
 k .THEOREM 4.7. Let a , k G 0, denote the family of the coeffi-i is0, . . . , k
cients of the graph representation of any local center manifold associated with
 .  i kyi.Eq. 1 , in the basis j j of the polynomials of degree k with1 2 is0, . . . , k
 k .coefficient in X . Then, the a are uniquely determined by the sequence ofs i
 . k  .  .  .Eq. 25 , in which the F are gi¨ en by 16 , the E by 24 , and B by 23 .k k
Proof. By the previous computation we already know that if ak is suchi
 .a family of coefficients then, it satisfies Eq. 25 . What remains to be seen
 .is that Eq. 25 leads to a unique set of coefficients, that is, no additional
information or equation is necessary for the computation of the Taylor
expansion of a center manifold. To this end, it is sufficient to prove that
Y k ' 0 is the unique solution of the homogeneous problem
¡ kdY u .
k w xs A Y u , for u g yr , 0 .k~ 26 .du
k¢B Y 0 s 0. .k
We need the following lemmas
LEMMA 4.8. Let k g N. Then, the following assertions are true
 .i If k is e¨en, then the spectrum of A is of the formk
 4s A s 0, . 2 i , . 4 i , . . . , . ki . .k
 .ii If k is odd, then the spectrum of A is of the formk
 4s A s .i , . 3i , . 5i , . . . , . ki . .k
For the result in the above lemma, we content ourselves by giving a
simple program in the MAPLE system to compute the eigenvalues of Ak
 .see the Appendix at the end of the paper .
 n.LEMMA 4.9. Gi¨ en E, F g L R . The complex matrix E q iF is in¨ertible
in C n if and only if the real matrix
E yF
F E
is in¨ertible in R2 n.
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n  . .Proof. Let x, y g R . We have E q iF x q iy if and only if
E yF 0x s .yF E 0
Then, by the use of the isometry between R2 n and C n, the result follows
immediately.
LEMMA 4.10. Under the standing hypotheses, the following assertions are
true
 .  .i The dimension of Ker D .i is
dim n Ker D i s dim n Ker D yi s 1. .  .C C
 .ii In the same way
n n nyL cos u I y I y L sin u I .  . .  .R R R
2 ndim Ker s 2.R
n n nI y L sin u I yL cos u I .  . .  .R R R
Proof.
 .i Suppose on the contrary that there exist two linearly indepen-
dent vectors x, y g C n such that
D i x s 0 and D i y s 0. .  .
It is easy to see that
iu iu w xf u s e x and f u s e y , for u g yr , 0 .  .x y
w x n.are two linearly independent eigenfunctions in C yr, 0 , C which con-
tradicts the fact that dim X s 2.c
 .ii Put
n n nyL cos u I y I y L sin u I .  . .  .R R R
A s .
n n nI y L sin u I yL cos u I .  . .  .R R R
By virtue of Lemma 4.9, for each x g C n
Re x .
D i x s 0 if and only if A s s 0. .
Im x .
 .  4Put x s u q i¨ g Ker D i y 0 . It follows that
u ¨X s , X s g Ker D i . .1 2¨ yu
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Moreover, X and X are linearly independent in R2 n. In fact, if there1 2
exists a , b g R such that
a X q b X s 0,1 2
then,
a u q b ¨ s 0, a ¨ y b u s 0.
If we suppose that b / 0, it follows that
a u¡¨ s y ,
b~
2 2a q b
y u s 0,¢  /b
which yields a contradiction. Consequently, dim Ker A G 2. Suppose that
c1w xthere exists another vector Y s which is linearly independent to1 c2
 .X , X . By using the same reasoning as above, we can prove that1 2
X , X , Y , Y g R2 n are linearly independent vectors, which implies that1 2 1 2
for any a , b g R, i s 1, 2,i i
a X q a X q b Y q b Y s 0 m a s a s b s b s 0.1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 2
Otherwise, for every a s a y ia , b s b y ib g C n,1 2 1 2
a x q b y s 0 m a s b s 0,
 .nwhich contradicts the fact that dim D i s 1.C
 n.Remark. If we denote by u q i¨ for some u, ¨ g R a non-trivial
 .element of Ker D i , then, it follows that
iu w xw u s e u q i¨ , for u g yr , 0 .  .
w xis an eigenfunction associated to the eigenvalue i of A. For u g yr, 0 ,
put
w u s Im w u s ¨ cos u q u sin u .  .  .  . .1
and
w u s Re w u s u cos u y ¨ sin u . .  .  .  . .2
 .Then, Aw s w and Aw s yw , which implies that F s w , w is a1 2 2 1 1 2
basis of the generalized eigenspace X .c
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After stating these lemmas, we are now in position to prove the well
 .posedness of problem 26 . We distinguish two cases
Case I. If k is even, then, in view of Lemma 4.8, there exists an
 nkq1..invertible matrix P g L R , such thatk
A s P AU Py1 ,k k k k
with
AU s Diag 0I n , D , D , . . . , D .k R 2 4 k
and
n0 yjIRD s .j
njI 0R
 .Moreover, the exponential matrix exp u A is given byk
exp u A s P exp u AU Py1 , .  .k k k k
where
exp u AU s Diag I n , exp u D , exp u D , . . . , exp u D .  .  .  . .k R 2 4 k
and
n ncos ju I ysin ju I .  .R Rexp u D s . .j
n nsin ju I cos ju I .  .R R
As a consequence,
B s P BUPy1 ,k k k k
U  .nwhere B s Diag I , C , C , . . . , C andk R 2 4 k
n n nyL cos ju I y I y L sin ju I .  . .  .R R R
C s .j
n n nI y L sin ju I yL cos ju I .  . .  .R R R
Then, by Lemma 4.9, it follows that the matrix B is invertible if and onlyk
if
 40, . 2 i , " 4 i , . . . , . ki ; r A , .
 .which is the case as it was assumed in hypothesis H .
Case II. If k is odd, then, in view of Lemma 4.8, there exists an
 nkq1..invertible matrix P g L R , such thatk
A s P AU Py1 ,k k k k
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where
AU s Diag D , D , D , . . . , D . .k 1 3 5 k
 .Moreover, the exponential matrix exp u A is given byk
exp u A s P exp u AU Py1 , .  .k k k k
where
exp u AU s Diag exp u D , exp u D , exp u D , . . . , exp u D . .  .  .  .  . .k 1 3 5 k
As a consequence,
B s P BUPy1 ,k k k k
U  .  .with B s Diag C , C , C , . . . , C . Under hypothesis H , we havek 1 3 5 k
 4"3i , . 5i , . . . , . ki ; r A . .
So, from Lemma 4.10, it follows that dim Ker B s 2 and is given byk
u ¨
¨ yu
0 0Ker B s span P , P .k k k. .. .. . 0
0 0
 .Hence, for the well posedness of the problem 26 , it is sufficient to prove
that
k  4Y 0 f Ker B y 0 , . k
which is given by the following lemma.
k  .kq1  .LEMMA 4.11. The unique solution Y g X of 26 is the tri¨ ial one.s
 kq1.  . Proof. When n s 1, A g L R and s A s .i, . 3 i,k k
4.5i, . . . , . ki . All the eigenvalues of A are simple, which implies thatk
the transfer matrix is given by
P s p11 , p12 , p31 , p32 , . . . , pk1 , pk 2 , .k k k k k k k
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where pm s pm2 q ipm1 is the eigenvector of A associated to the eigen-k k k k
value mi, for m odd. It is easy to see that pm has the formk
mg1
mig2
mg3
mm migp s , for some g g R.4k j...
mgk
migkq1
 nkq1..In the case when n G 2, the matrix A g L R and the matrix Pk k
is
P s P11 , P12 , P 31 , P 32 , . . . , P k1 , P k 2 , .k k k k k k k
where
m
noI ng IR 1 R
m
ng I n0I2 R R
m
n0I ng IR 3 R
mm1 m2ng I n0IP s and P s ,4 R Rk k. .. .. .
m
n0I ng IR k R
m
n0Ing I Rkq1 R
such that
A P m1 s mP m2 and A P m2 s ymP m1 , for m s 1, 3, . . . , k .k k k k k k
Put
u ¨
¨ yu
0 0V s P and V s P .1 k 2 k. .. .. .
0 0
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We have
11 12exp u A V s exp u A P u q P ¨ .  .k 1 k k k
s cos u P11 q sin u P12 u .k k
q ysin u P11 q cos u P12 .k k
s P11 u cos u y ¨ sin u .k
q P12 u sin u q ¨ cos u .k
s P11w u q P12w u . 27 .  .  .k 2 k 1
In the same way,
11 12exp u A V s exp u A P ¨ y P u .  .k 2 k k k
s cos u P11 q sin u P12 ¨ .k k
y ysin u P11 q cos u P12 u .k k
s P11 u sin u q ¨ cos u .k
y P12 u cos u y ¨ sin u .k
s P11w u q P12w u . 28 .  .  .k 1 k 2
Hence, if we suppose for contradiction that
k 2  4Y 0 s aV q b V , for some a , b g R y 0 , .  .1 2
 .  .  .then, by virtue of Eqs. 27 and 28 the corresponding solution of 26 will
be given by
Y k u s a exp u A V q b exp u A V .  .  .k 1 k 2
s P11 aw u q bw u q P12 aw u y bw u .  .  .  . .  .k 2 1 k 1 2
mg aw u y bw u .  . .1 1 2
mg aw u q bw u .  . .2 2 1
mg aw u y bw u .  . .3 1 2
mg aw u q bw u .  . . w xs , for u g yr , 0 ,4 2 1
...
mg aw u y bw u .  . .k 1 2
mg aw u q bw u .  . .kq1 2 1
which contradict the fact that Y k g X kq1, except if Y k ' 0. This com-s
pletes the proof of the theorem.
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APPENDIX
The following program in the MAPLE system returns the eigenvalues of
the matrix A and confirms the result given in Lemma 4.8.k
 .) f [ proc k
local i, j, A;
 .A [ array 1..k q 1, 1..k q 1 ;
for i to k q 1 do
w xif i¥ k then A i, i q 1 [ i fi;
w xif 1 - i then A i, i y 1 [ yk y 2 q i fi
od;
for i to k q 1 do
 . : w xfor j to k q 1 do if abs i y j 1 then A i, j [ 0 fi od
od;
w x  .lina lg eigen¨als A ;
end:
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